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Abstract
Islamic teachings are moderate teachings as set out in the Koran. However, at the level of practice, Islam sometimes becomes radical and sometimes becomes liberal. This is because of the lack of in-depth Islamic knowledge. Therefore, this study examines the construction of Islamic thought, develops moderate Islam. Based on the analysis of literature and field facts, moderate Islam in pesantren is inseparable from the Wali Songo who spread the religion of Islam in the archipelago by (1) maintaining the balance of fiqh reasoning and Sufism, (2) making the theology of Ahlussunah a monotheistic approach, (3) maintaining traditions that exist in the community. The pesantren develops (1) values in caring for the understanding of Islamic religious thought, (2) values in caring for the understanding of thought among religious people, (3) values in caring for religious and cultural understanding. These values are always maintained and preserved by pesantren in the process of religious thought, education and preaching.
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INTRODUCTION

Pesantren is one of the traditional institutions that are still phylactic in contributing to the pattern of Islam that is *Rahmatan lil Alamin*, especially idealism keeping the brotherhood of mankind in the nation and state comprising various ethnic, religious, racial, and cultural. This shows that Islam developed in Indonesia has an uncommon pattern than in other Islamic countries, even the world recognizes that Indonesia is a country that is regarded as the home of the moderate Islamic model compared with Islam in some Middle Eastern countries. In caring for the Brotherhood of fellow Muslims, Indonesia has the best record in preserving the brotherhood of Muslims, so that the things that lead to the split of the Brotherhood of Muslims have never occurred in the national scale.

Islamic Bording School/ *Pesantren* has a successor role of *Walisongo* (The Guardian Nine in Java) inheritance in institutional peacekeeping in Indonesia from the past, present and future. With the repeal of the formulation of the BILL of *Pesantren* and religious education became legislation on legislation, a process in the House of Representatives reflects the serious legal attention of the formal role and existence of *pesantren* in building efficacy in Indonesia. In late 2019 then, it became an awaited momentum considering that the DPR had formed a working committee (Panja) and successfully completed a variety of inventory issues (DIM) list in the BILL. Even in last September in 2019, the DPR has officially validated the LAW of Pondok Pesantren and religious education.

It differs from other Islamic countries. Although it comprises 100% of Muslims, it has to be fought between one group and another because of different genres. In maintaining fraternity among religious people, the Indonesian people can develop fraternity among religious people so that there is no conflict with the name of certain religions. Adherence between the religionists respects and appreciates each of their beliefs. Work together in overcoming humanitarian problems. After the tragedy of religious conflict in eastern Indonesia, the conflict never happened again.

---


5 It can be proven in 5 years ago, that the Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) has been a campaign that has a moderate Islamic-themed (al-Islam al-Wasthy), to the various parts of the homeland in order to harmonize the life of the nation and state. M. Zainuddin & Muhammad In’am Esha, Islam Moderate: conception, interpretation, and action, (Malang: UIN Malik Press, 2020), p. 1

This shows that Indonesian Muslims are more mature than Islamic understanding in the world in caring for the Brotherhood of mankind. Besides the success of Pesantren in caring for the Brotherhood of Religion and sustainability, Pesantren can also synergize religion and culture. The development of Islamic religion in Indonesia does not destroy the cultures, even religions and cultures synergize so that the efficacy of Islam in Indonesia has a different pattern in actualizing religious values in social life, so that the religion is strong in the presence of cultures that are maintained and continue to be preserved.

The pattern of Islamic sustainability built by the thought of Pesantren has contributed extraordinarily in the lives of mankind. Muslims are not easily persuaded by various conflicts on behalf of religions. Muslims in Indonesia are also easy to accept positive changes that do not intersect with religious values. Various issues of radicalism that hit the Indonesian people also did not significantly develop to influence the efficacy of Muslims in Indonesia, especially pesantren. The know-how that is imported from outside that threatens the unity and unity of the Republic of Indonesia, is also unacceptable except for a small group who do not understand deeply about the meaning of religion.

The phenomenon above is an extraordinary achievement for the life of Muslims in the world because not all Muslims can do the same in the prey’s life and state. Middle Eastern countries such as Palestine, Iraq, Yemen, Egypt, Syria, and Turkey, were Islamic States still experiencing social conflicts that destroyed the social order in those countries. Amidst the chaos and conflict that occurred in the Islamic countries, Indonesia as the largest Islamic in the world play its role as a moderate Islam and able to maintain Islam according to its mission, namely Rahmatan Lil Alamin. Since 2004, Indonesia through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has been a moderate Islamic as a pattern of Indonesian Islam.

Although Islam Indonesia has become a moderate, tolerant and democratic country, the threat of radicalism remains threatening Muslims. Research results, it causes the phenomenon of radicalism by three factors, namely (1) global development, (2) the dissemination of Wahhabism, (3) poverty. Information on the conflicts of Islamic States became a medium for churning out the feelings of Muslims in the world to gain support and sympathy for spreading the group’s understanding. The implication is the emergence of various movements in the name of religion to get massive sympathy from

---

Muslims in the world. Islamic Martial arts, martial arts, the caliphate, the Pancasila of Islam are the slogans of several groups who want to build an unknown power by the name of Islamic religion. On the one hand, the slogans have attracted the sympathy of a minor part of the Muslims, but most refuse to be violent because they threaten the unity and unity of humanity in the nation and country. The case eventually made the Muslims split between the national slogan and the religious slogan. Addressing the situation, pesantren can show its existence as a moderate-understanding group to.

The magnitude of the role of pesantren that can care for fraternity among human beings who have differences of tribe, religion, race and culture is a remarkable concept because it can internalize the values of religion in human life in a way that is prudent and wise so it does not pose social conflicts in different groups. Therefore, this article seeks to analyse the concept of the construction of the Islamic boarding school in developing moderate Islam that has been proven to maintain the diversity and the efficacy of humanity that differ in nation and state.

**Genealogy of Pesantren Thought**

Pesanren is the oldest Islamic religious institution in the archipelago that has contributed to build a moderate Islamic, tolerant and response to the development of the Times. It does not separate the moderate pattern of Islamic sustainability from the founding fathers, namely the guardians who come to the archipelago that has the joints that are the blessings of the faith and far from violence. The presence of guardians in the land of Java spread Islam with full harmony. The Society of the people of ordinary people or nobility can accept history records that with tolerance of local traditions and to change it into Islamic teachings and to rely on Islamic principles.

The Islamic transmission Walisongo pioneered, which is a brilliant da’wah that practices that is, Islamic tradition that does not harm local traditions and customs. In addition, Islam run by the Walisongo is easily arrested because of its concrete approaches and blending into people’s lives. Abdurrahman Mas’ud explained that Walisongo is a unique Javanese agent capable of combining spiritual and secular aspects in the broadcast of Islam.

The success of Da’wah Walisongo is not separated from the moderate attitude shown by the Guardians. The Da’wah of the Walisongo is not inviting, but communicating a new culture that plays an old tradition that has developed in the archipelago. This communication pattern becomes an attraction for Javanese people with the existence of the guardians who have the

---


concept of social order that is more advanced than the existing social order.\textsuperscript{18} History notes that Wali Songo preach preaching Islam is not much through the picketing, but more in deed.

In, its development definitively \textit{da’wah} is do in Nusantara differs greatly from the model of \textit{Da’wah} that develops in the Middle East region that is more emphasized on the use of religious attributes that are confrontational.\textsuperscript{19} The goal is for all walks of life to attract and follow the object. Thus, the \textit{Da’wah} propagation in the archipelago by \textit{Walisongo} is not fully influence by the propagation model spread over the Middle East region, which is more symbolic.

One institution that can spread the law is through the educational institution of Pesantren. By spreading his knowledge in \textit{pesantren}, \textit{Walisongo} can attract the sympathy of the local people who want to learn about the religion of Islam, not by violence or radical, but in a way that is moderate and harmonious without eliminating elements of social culture values that are already inherent in the community. But initially the pesantren that stood in the early 19th and 20th centuries often suffered from collisions and social and religious friction, \textit{Walisongo} could fight against the people and superstitions that developed in society. So to this day, boarding continues to exist in carrying its religious mission that is to uphold the teachings of Tawhid.\textsuperscript{20}

In the journey of \textit{pesantren} grows and develops not naturally, but a lot of pressure and obstacles that confront him. With a consistent are attitude is nothing but to save the life and agility of Da’wah Islamiya in the \textit{pesantren} that has rooted strong. At the beginning of its establishment, \textit{Pesantren} never did anarchist or confrontational action to the local community, because it is orientation only to distribute \textit{Da’wah} and can internalize the values of Islamic religion through the education of \textit{Pesantren}. Thus, people can know the existence of this pesantren as an institution able to educate, reconcile, and help socio-psychic for those who plunged in it.\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{Construction of Islamic Thought in \textit{Pesantren}}

\textit{Pesantren} is the successor of the \textit{Walisongo} Regent, who seeks to maintain moderate Islam and can interact with surrounding cultures. The joints that have been implanted by the \textit{Walisongo} remains the basis of the Islamic religious school. In the modern era, boarding schools not only become Islamic religious development institutions but also become educational institutions and da’wah institutions, even the pesantren seeks to be the central
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middle economic underworld. Pesantren is not only a center for Da’wah development but also a center for economic development.\(^2^2\)

Referring to the style of Walisongo in teaching Islam, the Guardians do not remit in spreading the Ajara of Islam in Javanese society. Guardians seek to internalize Islamic values in various ways, both with customs, culture, and beliefs. Sunan Kalijaga with Wayang, Sunan Ampel with his widow, Sunan Bonang with his musical gamelan, Sunan Derajad with the art of his people, Sunan Giri with his Cublak Suweng, Sunan Kadus with Maskunamabang and mijjawal\(^2^3\) the Guardians develop with various cultures and customs that develop in Javanese society. They internalize Islamic values through the culture, both the value of Tawhid, Fiqh, (jurisprudence) Sufism and so on.\(^2^4\)

The journey of the Guardians suggests that only moderate Islam can mingle with the local culture. The moderate attitude of the guardians makes them easy to change Islam so that society can accept it. Thus, the thinking of the Guardians, which continue by the Pesantren is (1) maintaining the balance of jurisprudence and the Reason Sufism, (2) making Ahlussunah theology as a Tawhid approach, (3) maintain the traditions that exist in society.

The strategy of Da’wah used by Walisongo in delivering his knowledge uses the level of understanding of his partners (al-Mad’iw). For among the students they applied Fiqh al-Ahkam, namely the introduction of Islamic norms strictly and deeply. To the laity used Fiqh al-Da’wah, bending and adjusting their level of education. And the highest level is using Fiqh al-Hikmah, where the teachings of Islam can accept by all circles of good public nobility to the clergy Hindu Buddha. This is in line with the three principles of Islamic law enforcement, namely: blocking difficulties, minimizing burdens, and gradually.\(^2^6\)

In carrying out his mission, Walisongo conducted various thought approaches, such as the Thinking of Bayani (exhortative), Irfani (gnostic) and Burhani (demonstrative). According to ‘Abid al-Jabiri, all three approaches are models of epistemological thinking in Islamic philosophy. I source the Bayani approach in the text of revelation manifested in the sharia. While Irfani is a source to intuition and manifests in the world of Sufism, and its sources Burhani to a ratio of logic as in science and philosophy. Through this approach, Walisongo proved to Islam the Javanese community in a relatively quick time. In carrying out his mission, Walisongo conducted various thought approaches, such as the Thinking of Bayani (exhortative), Irfani (gnostic) and Burhani (demonstrative). According to ‘Abid al-Jabiri, all three approaches are models of epistemological thinking in Islamic philosophy. I source the Bayani approach in the text of revelation manifested in the sharia. While Irfani is a source to intuition and


\(^{23}\) Muh Fatkhan, Da’wah Culture Walisongo: Application method of Da’wah Walisongo in the multicultural Era, the journal Application of Religious Sciences, Vol. IV, No. 2 December 2003, p. 124

\(^{24}\) Nasruddin, critical of the role of scholars ‘ in the process of Islamic acculturation with local culture, journal Adabiyah, Vol. XV number. 1/2005


manifests in the world of Sufism, and its source Burhani to a ratio of logic as in science and philosophy. Through this approach, Walisongo proved to Islam the Javanese community in a relatively quick time.27

**Principles of Fiqh Reasoning and Sufism**

Related to the Psychosufistic writers made as a framework of thinking in the communication of Da’wah, the authors see that the communication pattern of Da’wah-built Walisongo leads to a psychosufistic approach, namely a psychological view in understanding the teachings of Sufism so it can a framework of thought to determine religious attitudes and behavior that adhere to the values of divinity and Insan. The psychosufistic approach will direct the people in being and behave in Islamic life despite the various differences and the degree of changing times.28

Boarding school is a traditional mass media for scholars in teaching and learning the values, teachings, Islamic norms and the practice of worship. Ki’ai became the main central Islamic teachings in pesantren in maintaining and developing Islamic understanding.29 Until now, pesantren is still a center of Islamic Religious Studies oriented towards early Islamic thought, namely the Islamic thought of the 7th century until the 13th century. Such thoughts include ‘Tawhid, Fiqh, hadith, aqidah, and Sufism and some supporting components such as science tajwid, proposal, and science nahwu.30 Pesantren reasoned, the scholars thinking in the centuries is still original because it gained the scholarly connection with the previous generation, namely generation tabi’in, sahabat dan rasulullah saw.

Although Pesantren develops a variety of religious sciences, but the most important thing in equipping students is the deepening of the jurisprudence and Sufism. Not all students will understand all science such as science of interpretation, hadith and other secondary sciences.31 Fiqh and Sufism is the most developed science and implemented in daily life. The Fiqh study strongly dominates the religious teachings in the Pesantren, because the jurisprudence is closely related to everyday life. After the students understand the science of fiqh, then the students are taught many books of Sufism, such as the book Ihya Ulumuddin, Irsyadul Ibad, Nasoihul Ibad, and other books of Sufism.32 With a balance of fiqh and Sufism, the students are not ungodly with the physical sciences, because the
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proficiency in jurisprudence can justify all means based on its logic. However, the students will not fall into error because it is too deep in Sufism and ignore his firm. Therefore, Al-Ghazali explained:

من لم يتفقه ولو يتصوف ففسق ومن لم يتصوف ولم يتفقه ففندق

Whoever learns the fiqh, but does not learn Sufism, then he will be ungodly, otherwise whoever learns Sufism and does not learn the jurisprudence will be a pierce.

This is the balance of fiqh and Sufism that makes the students moderate. The bending of Sufism will mute the rigid fiqh character. Sufism is more Mauri man as a creature of God created to jazz nature and have different potentials. Goodness and evil belong to God. Human does not may justify good. Sufism prioritizes inner potential. Therefore, Muslims will always be well-thought to anyone.

Preserving the theology of Ahlussunnah Wal-Jama'ah

The theology of Ahlussunnah Wal-Jama'ah is an important part in maintaining the moderate attitude of Muslims in Indonesia, especially the students. The theology of Ahlussunnah Wal-Jama'ah provides a solid foundation for Muslims to have a balance of religion. Understanding the Ahlussunnah Wal-Jama'ah man is difficult to hand and mourn the problem of life as the Jabariyah. Understanding the Ahlussunnah Wal-Jama'ah is also difficult to despair when cannot achieve something as a qodariyah or Mu'tazilah. Understanding the Ahlussunnah Wal-Jama'ah gives the balance that the man besides trying his very power, but he also must not forget, that the life of mankind is determined by Allah SWT. Human effort in the world is only limited to the Sunnah of life. The outcome, absence of an action, returned to the power.

The Ahlussunnah Wal-Jama'ah is apparently penetrated into the soul of the students and become a character in speech, behave and speak. So no wonder, the pesantren has never been troubled and not easily trapped by a group of people who want human damage in the nation and state. Understanding the Ahlussunnah Wal-Jama'ah is taught from the lower level. Starting from the book Spsonssosreds Layman, Khoridatul Bahiyah, until the book Ummul Barabin. These books are always taught and become a students attitude in the life of students in everyday life. Students not only trying to learn hard to get knowledge, but students must do Riyadhidh to get Ridho from Allah SWT. Santri continues to be taught balance in addressing life, so that moderate attitude is completely firmly embedded in his heart.

Caring for Tradition Pesantren

Pesantren is a religious institution, educational institution, and da'wah institution that has become part of the tradition of the archipelago society. Pesantren has been able to cultivate intellectual rides through educational mechanisms to students. The expedition

33 Abdullah Hadziq, Reconciliation of Sufistic Psychology and Humanistic (Semarang: RaSAIL, 2005), 25.
education of *Pesantren* created a unique tradition when compared with religious institutions or educational institutions developed outside the *Pesantren*. Flexible, dialogical, and open behaviors are a typical way for religious students. It does not mean that the students do not have a firmness in the religion, the inconsistency is part of the dynamic human dynamics. In addition, the concept of maintaining a good old tradition, and taking new things better is a foothold of Islamic sustainability in addressing various matters. Based on that, Islam is truly a religion that carries the mission of *Rahmatul Lil’alamin*.

This tradition of *pesantren* that makes students always have a moderate attitude and able to receive the development of the Times easily. Strong principles and moderate attitudes are the most important elements in the lives of Muslims. Based on these principles and attitudes, Muslims are not easily provoke by groups seeking to make Islam a political trasporation. In addition, moderate attitudes are able to save the radical Muslims who contradict the Islamic religious mission itself. Through the tradition of Islamic pesantren in Indonesia becomes one of the most advanced religious people in managing religious social system. The complaints of the students, the relented and forgive, are the characters that are very strong in the students. Thus, the students are not easily interwoven by any agenda to provoke Islam.

Many *pesantren* traditions can influence the traditions of the surrounding community. In every society there is one that has not lived its religious life in totality, especially in the Islamic law. But after the establishment of *Pesantren* began people flock to study religious sciences, scavenge fortune, even some who build a house. This means that *Pesantren* has a distinctive tradition and has influenced the traditions of surrounding communities.

In the study of Cholid Abdullah was find the influence of *pesantren* on community traditions, such as in terms of dress and behavior of society. People around the *pesantren* already know how to dress like a student who wear everyday gloves, wearing *koko* clothes, cap, cleverly playing the instrument *badrah*, shake each other, and kiss the hand of *Kiai* as a solemn sign to him as a student. Originally the local community had a long time to know Islamic traditions before, but they did not want to apply them in their daily life, and can only be applied after it established boarding school in their place. This can be evidence that the tradition of pesantren can contribute to the daily lives of the local people, especially in shaping their personality, which later becomes a treasure of Islamic civilization in Indonesia.

**Developing Islamic Moderation Values in Pesantren**

Development of the values of Islamic moderation in pesantren is reflected in the attitude of a polite pesantren in the Act, interact harmoniously in society, promoting a peace and anti-violence and conflict in preaching. The principle implicates the attitude of the students who always appreciate and respect others either in the act or opinion. This attitude

---


37 Muhakamurrohman, “Pesantren.”


is in line and in harmony with the main mission of Islam, which is the secret of *a lil alamin* of Islam that brings mercy to all nature. Muhammad as a disclosure of the prophets not only conveyed his guilt to a group of devotees but to all mankind. God Spoke:

It means: "And we do not send thee (Mohammed), but to all the people of man as a bearer of glad tidings, and as a Warner, but most people do not know." QS. Saba: 28).

The mission of *a lil Alamin* was required for the pesantren to be moderate so that the mission of Grace came to all mankind. **Pesantren** as a religious institution, education, and **Da’wah** has a central role to convey the mission of Rasulullah saw. to mankind. To convey the mission, boarding schools are **Hablun Minalloh** and **Hablun Minannas**. As human beings have an obligation to establish connectivity with Allah SWT. In a variety of demonstrations. Nevertheless, man has an obligation to establish relations among humanity. Therefore, Islam does not allow various kinds of destruction, peace, rough attitudes and various forms of peace with the name of Islam.

To maintain a moderate Islam, then **pesantren** develops moderate Islamic values in the educational process in the pesantren. Moderate Islamic values developed in **Pesantren** include (1) values in the care of the understanding of the Islamic Mind, (2) values in caring for the understanding among religious believers, (3) values in treating religious and cultural understanding. These values are always maintained and preserved in **pesantren** in the process of religious thinking, education and **Da’wah**.

**Caring for the thought of Islam**

The dynamics of Islamic thought occurred among Muslims when early Islamic beginnings had occurred. How the *Siffin* War event was a battle between Ali RA troops. With the Muawiyah Army. Addressing this, they teach the students not to justify which one is wrong or which is true. Kiai always conveys that the event was part of their *ijithad* to uphold the truth. The next generation can not justify the mistake of one, because we are not living in the day. This kind of teaching makes students not easily provoke by sheep. So also in the *madzhab*. There are four the *madzhab* that develop to date, namely) the *Madhhab Hanafi*, the Madhhab Maliki, Shafi’i) the *Madzhab*, and Hambali) the Madhhab. The fourth development of this) the Madhhab does not make one group with the other group, but the difference from these four) the *Madzhab* can make mercy because it can provide a solution for a thing that is not found in the madzhab.

**Caring for understanding among religious people**

**Kiai** is wise in conveying religious understanding, addressing other religions and relations between religious peoples. Although by text, the existence of other religions has diverged, but the language of the **Kiai** can give an understanding that although their religion is wrong should remain respected. Because it could be religious evangelism today, but at
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the end of his life can turn into Islam. And vice versa, today Islam and later in the day can be pagan. The uncertainty of human life is the consideration of students in order not to ridicule other religions. It does not separate this from the role of Sufism developed in the pesantren, so it is more moderate in addressing it.

From time to time, Pesantren became one of the most characteristic educational institutions in Indonesia that have contributed in spreading the culture of friendly. Since the beginning of the establishment, Pesantren continues to experience its development and become a moderate and accommodating educational institution of inconsistency that occurs in community. With the enactment of the concept of tasamuh, Tawassut, Tawazun, and i'tidal who rooted strongly in the community of pesantren into concrete evidence, that the pesantren is an institution able to internalize while preserving the values of harmony and anti-radicalism. And is something ambiguous if it has regarded the pesantren as a radical Islamic. Because Pesantren was born in Indonesia as an educational institution that can preserve the true religious values, instead of being born as a radicalism seed printer. However, the duty of Pesantren is to print the cadres of the people.

Therefore, the existence of pesantren as an agent of change for the community in the global discourse is expected to be a mediation structure (mediating structure) to understand the problems that arise in the community and can bridge the empowerment of society for the realization of ideals together form the civil society. Because of the “friendly” pesantren with the community, on socio-cultural, political, economic, the Institute can also serve as a locomotive and dynamicator in supervising the change.

Integrating religion and culture

Tradition of the Islamic community, especially those who have developed in the Pesantren, are not separate from the cultural acculturation. The religions are developing in the archipelago. Before including the religions in the archipelago, Kapitayan religion is the most old belief in the archipelago. Hindu-Buda entered the archipelago and coloring the abundance of archipelago society. Hinduism has a similar construction to the religion of Kapitayan, which is that man can establish a relationship with the gods and the spirits of the spirit. Javanese

---

45 KH Ahmad Shiddiq mentions the characteristic characteristics of the residents of Nahdlatul Ulama, including at-Tawasuth which means mid. Al-i'tidal means perpendicular, not leaning to the right nor leaning to the left, at-Tawazun means balance, impartial side, not excessive an element or lack of other elements. And at-Tasamuh means to respect others or to be accepted and harmonious to the conditions faced. Fitrotnun Nikmah, implementation of the concept of At-Tawasuth Ahlus-Sunnah Wal Jama’ah in building children’s character at the elementary school level (analysis study Khittah Nahdlatul Ulama), journal Tarbawi Vol. 15, No. 1 January-June 2018, p. 82-83
49 Arfin, “The Authority of Spiritual Leadership at Pesantren Temboro Based on Jamaah Tabligh Ideology.”
people believe that through *Tapa brata*, man can be a powerful man and unite with his God. The guardians in spreading Islam does not interfere with the religious beliefs of *Kapitayan* and *Hinduism-Buddhism*. The Guardians could design the belief by incorporating the true values of Islamic teachings and far away from the seasonality. They support it because the Javanese culture that is a source from the belief of *Kapitayan* has an elastic character so that indigo.

The guardians are not just to do cultural purification that has been in the community, but also accommodate and develop the culture so that the cultural Islamization that make the Islamic religion. We can say it that the guardians makes the community more advanced because it is more accumulable human needs and more humanized. *Panca makara* tradition, which became a tradition of Javanese people, always sacrificed life as one of its ritual forms. The Guardians change it by changing the readings and offerings in the ceremony. It replaces human digging with animal meat, while it replaces blood with white water. While they read the spells, replaced with *Dhikr* to Allah SWT. Until now, it carried the tradition out in Javanese society and changed its name to Tahlilan.

**CONCLUSION**

The moderate Islamic construction developed in the current pesantren, is not separate from the role of Guardian Songo that has been to the foundation of the established Islamic foundations and under the mission of Islam *rabmatan lil alamin*. The style of *da‘wah* Walisongo is brilliant by communicating to the public about things that become the pleasure and needs of society. As for the thinking of the Guardians, which is to continue by *pesantren* is (1) maintaining the balance of jurisprudence and the reason sufism, (2) make *ahlussunab* theology as an approach to *tawhid*, (3) maintain the traditions that exist in society. To maintain a moderate Islam that is a relic of the guardians, then *pesantren* develops the values of moderate Islam in the process of education in the *pesantren*. The values of moderate Islam developed in *pesantren* include (1) values in the understanding’s care of Islamic heritage, (2) values in the care of understanding among religious believers, (3) values in caring for religious and cultural understanding. These values are always maintain and preserved in pesantren in the process of religious thought, education and *da‘wah*.
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